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FLAT EARTH / ROUND EARTH – Part One 

TWO YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF THREE HEARTS CHURCH 

We praise God and give Him all the glory for what He is doing in this ministry.  I 

thank Him for what we’ve been able to do for our outreach ministries in Africa 

and India and it is only because of you guys out there and here being obedient to 

the Lord and having a giving heart.  Thank you for being patient each week 

waiting for the message to go up.  There are times when Scott has had the 

message more than half way done and the software crashes and he has had to 

start completely over.  I am believing for a software upgrade.  It takes hours and 

hours to get the messages ready to go out.  Also, I want to let you know that 

sometimes Youtube flags us because of copyrighted material like in a clip.  So if 

you ever see a commercial on one of the messages that is why.  Somehow they 

make you agree to show a commercial if you want to keep the material in the 

video.   

Here at the church Scott puts all of our Praise and Worship music together.  He is 

the one who edits all of the messages before they go out.  He maintains our 

church website and our church facebook page.  He has a lot on his plate because 

he works a full time secular job.  There are so many things we can’t even get to 

just because of lack of time.   

In the two years that we’ve been ministering, we have been blessed by God to 

give glory to Him and say that we have not taken to ourselves any of the tithes or 

offerings – they have all gone into the ministry and most of it went straight to the 

outreaches.   

Having said that, I want to share that my heart’s desire is for Scott to be able to 

be full time ministry.  God says in His Word that if you delight yourself in Him, that 

He will give you the desires of your heart.  So I’m believing for this.  I know God 

will have to move in great ways for this to happen, but nothing is impossible with 

God.   
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Kennedy is our children’s ministry.  She has an anointing on her life.  She sings, 

and quotes scriptures and brings messages too.  I thank you all for encouraging 

her and showing your love and support for her helping her to grow spiritually. 

In the thumbnails on the videos I’m always looking to the left because that is 

where Sott sits. 

So much love has been poured out and we thank you all for that.  Many of you 

pray spiritual warfare prayers for our protection and even just prayers in general 

and we want to say thank you so much, there is power in prayer.  Thank you for 

praying for us, for sharing these messages, for encouraging us, for standing for 

truth and for supporting us.   

www.iabhorcern.org 

 

 

This is a great website to go to for information on the Mandela Effect and to see 

what has changed and what CERN is doing. 

Shout out to: Paul & Dee in the UK & Leela/ Linda & Jenny 

http://www.iabhorcern.org/
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I have had plenty of people approach me about speaking on this subject.  I have 

had letters, e-mails and comments on it.  I have watched videos, listened to the 

proposed scriptures, dug into it.  I can tell you this, many of the people that are 

promoting a flat earth are actually hostile.  Now that is not Godly no matter what 

you are trying to prove or disprove.  So that always puts a check in my Spirit.  I 

have prayed about this and the Lord has answered me in the way that He speaks 

to me.   

 

Let’s start right out with NASA – no reason to dance around it.  Look at this card 

showing a studio filming a moon landing.   
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Now we all know that NASA are big liars.  They are run by our government and 

the government is nothing more than freemasons.  They brought the nazi 

scientists right over here and set them up on our payroll in government jobs, in 

universities, in the military, in alphabet companies (CIA, FBI, NSA,DOD) and of 

course NASA.  So that has put a bad taste in our mouths as we uncover more and 

more of their lies.  I was at a point where I didn’t believe anything they had to say.  

I didn’t even think we’d gone to the moon.  As far as I was concerned, it was all a 

lie.  That’s to the extreme.  Remember, the illuminati play both sides and they mix 

lies and truth so that we have to sort it out.   

 

Is it flat? 
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Is it round?  Or egg like shape to be more correct? 
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Somebody just commented on one of the messages that the earth is a cube. Lol!! 

Some of the things that Scott and I discussed which don’t seem to fit with a flat 

earth model are the phases of the moon and curvature of the earth on the moon 

as a shadow.  Lunar eclipses when earth is between the sun and the moon giving 

the red glow on the moon.   

DOES THE EARTH MOVE 

Psalm 93:1 – The LORD reigneth, He is clothed with majesty; the LORD is clothed 

with strength, where-with He hath girded Himself: the world also is stablished, 

that it cannot be moved. 

Psalm 104:5 – Who laid the foundations of the earth, that it should not be 

removed for ever. 

Even if the earth is spinning, it doesn’t nullify these passages of scripture because 

it is staying in place.  It is not floating all over outer space, it is staying on a set 

course that was set by Jesus. 
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**Please play from 7:04 to 10:25   Star Wars Defense Initiative – HAARP - the 

earth does spin** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPIZ18QczNg 

Now if you were thinking that video is biased or rigged with people lying to us, 

this video shows that the people working at HAARP for the government are 100% 

positive about anything to do with HAARP.  There were scientist and biologist in 

the video that clearly disagreed with their statements and what they were saying 

– I encourage you to watch these videos in their entirety. 

ABOUT THE FOUR CORNERS OF THE EARTH 

Isaiah 40:21-22 – Have ye not known? Have ye not heard? Hath it not been told 

you from the beginning?  Have ye not understood from the foundations of the 

earth?  It is He that sitteth (enthroned above the – Mandela Effect) upon the 

circle of the earth, and the inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers; that 

stretcheth out the heavens as a curtain, and spreadeth them out as a tent to 

dwell in:  

I think we are all in agreement on the shape as being a circle whether it is a flat 

circle or a puffed up ball circle.  The Bible is definitely talking about a circle shape.  

So we know it is not a cube! Lol    

Rev.7:1 – And after these things I saw four angels standing on the four corners of 

the earth, holding the four winds of the earth, that the wind should not blow on 

the earth, nor on the sea, nor on any tree. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPIZ18QczNg
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If it is a flat circle, that has no corners.  If it is a ball circle, that has no corners.  To 

me it is easy to understand that saying corners means to cover all directions.  Like 

when the Bible says the 4 winds, it is meaning north, south, east and west so all 

directions.   

FIRMAMENT 

Genesis 1:6 – And God said, Let there be a firmament (expanse) in the midst of 

the waters, and let it divide the waters (above) from the waters (below).   

Firmament =  raquia 7549 – expanse, extended surface, regarded by Hebrews as 

solid and supporting water above it.   

firmament 

From raqa'; properly, an expanse, i.e. The firmament or (apparently) visible arch 
of the sky –  

firmament.   

http://biblehub.com/hebrew/7554.htm
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Job38:8-11 – Or Who shut up the sea with doors, when it brake forth, as if it had 

issued out of the womb?  When I made the cloud the garment thereof, and thick 

darkness a swaddlingband for it, and brake up for it My decreed place, and set 

bars and doors, and said, hitherto shalt thou come, but no further: and here shall 

thy proud waves be stayed? 

After praying about all of this and researching it, it was a while later when I found 

Mr. James and Mrs. Angelia’s channel.  They had made a comment on one of the 

Project Blue Beam Messages leaving a link to their Technology video.  I went over 
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there to check it out and right while I was watching it God gave me a revelation 

on what I had been praying about.  I had been asking Him to show me His truth 

one way or another.  The first video I listened to had so much information that my 

spirit bore witness with, let alone a piece of information that answered my prayer 

on this subject. 

 

**Please play from 30:55 to 35:53   James & Angelia talk about the cover over the 

earth** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xHjb1gvveU&list=PLnZ974mrg_PEUZ-

stkCMOOF-aWFtS_xVw 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xHjb1gvveU&list=PLnZ974mrg_PEUZ-stkCMOOF-aWFtS_xVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xHjb1gvveU&list=PLnZ974mrg_PEUZ-stkCMOOF-aWFtS_xVw
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This reminded me of that tv series “Under the Dome” that Ms. Linda Kirby had 

told me about where a monarch butterfly was controlling the whole town. 

 

 

The Simpson’s Movie 2007.  Doesn’t this little cartoon just predict all sorts of 

things that we find out are true. 
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The Truman Show – 1998  *Notice the sailboat casts a shadow – because it is part 

of a make believe studio world inside of a dome.* 

Truman Burbank is the unsuspecting star of The Truman Show, areality 

television program which is broadcast live around the clock and across the globe. 

His entire life has taken place within a giant arcological dome in Hollywood, 

fashioned to create the seaside town of Seahaven, Florida, and equipped with 

thousands of cameras to monitor all aspects of Truman's life.  Now don’t they also 

have camera’s watching us, through our tv’s and cell phones and computers.  

What are they telling us here??? 

**Please play from 3:17 to 3:47   AC Griffith on Tesla Domes** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfIKLGuLtuA&index=5&list=PL189E4E3C33E

44506 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reality_television
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reality_television
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reality_television
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arcology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hollywood
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfIKLGuLtuA&index=5&list=PL189E4E3C33E44506
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfIKLGuLtuA&index=5&list=PL189E4E3C33E44506
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Radio Interview with AC Griffith who retired from the National Security Agency 

(NSA), he carried a top secret cryptographic clearance.  Died June of 2012 of a 

massive heart attack at home.  He spoke out about Admiral Boorda who was shot 

in the chest twice by a rifle at his house and it was called a suicide.  Admiral 

Boorda was against the chemtrail program.   

Remember when Mrs. Angelia said that they were trying to hide from us the fact 

that something is heading toward us. 
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Phil Schneider – 2 months before he was assassinated.  He had a level 3 Rhiloyte 

security clearance with Nato.  He was a government geologist, aerospace 

engineer as well as a structural engineer and traveled to over 70 countries.  He 

worked in the deep underground military bases around the world.  He was 

murdered by strangulation for speaking out about what the government is doing 

to its citizens and about them openly working with aliens and their drive toward 

NWO.  

He also had something to say before he was murdered about something huge 

coming toward us. 

**Please play from 1:01:50 to 1:02:48  Phil Schneider -  Nemesis – a brown star** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xedmfAgx8eg 

He talks of Nemesis coming toward us projected at that time to hit in 2052, it 

sounds like this is the same thing that many are talking about right now coming 

toward us (planet X, the 10th planet, Nibiru etc).  Sounds like the timeframe may 

have sped up for it to hit. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xedmfAgx8eg
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I listened to Mary Kay Baxter’s testimony about being taken to hell quite a while 

ago.  It was one of the things that came to my mind when I began to think about 

this subject.   

**Please play clip from 31:33 – 32:15 – Jesus takes Mary Kay up into the sky 

above the earth – round like the size of a basketball** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OnWccqofFXI&list=PLnZ974mrg_PH0bDV5n

bNTpt9jKuRtUsuc&index=3 

 

Jesus took her up into the sky and they looked down on the earth together and 

she saw what looked like spinning tornados and asked the Lord what that was.  

He explained that those were gateways down into hell.  Now in her testimony, 

she never said, the earth was flat, she said round like the size of a basketball. 

 

Sumerian seal (VA/243). State museum, East Berlin. (23). Whichever planets this 

image was intended to represent, the smaller 'planets' certainly appear to be 

surrounding the larger, sun-like object in the centre.  One reference said this was 

from Persia 6000 BC.  I just don’t think satan is smart enough to have that much 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OnWccqofFXI&list=PLnZ974mrg_PH0bDV5nbNTpt9jKuRtUsuc&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OnWccqofFXI&list=PLnZ974mrg_PH0bDV5nbNTpt9jKuRtUsuc&index=3
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forethought back then to plant this kind of thing to throw us off 6000 years later.  

Notice all of the planets around the sun are round.  And another point to notice is 

that other planets are depicted. 

 

CLOSING 

**Please play from 9:50 – 13:00   &  17:45 – 21:00 about division** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT5zvMDEbeo 

Psalm 133:1-3 -  Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell 

together in unity!  It is like the precious ointment upon the head, that ran down 

upon the beard,even Aaron's beard: that went down to the skirts of his garments; 

As the dew of Hermon, and as the dew that descended upon the mountains of 

Zion: for there the LORD commanded the blessing, even life for evermore. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT5zvMDEbeo
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PRAYER 
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Photohelix – Flat Earth? Serious Warning Alert 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT5zvMDEbeo 

Mary Kay Baxter – heaven and hell 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=leIO_kCJAdg 

 

Mary Kay Baxter – 2014 (other galaxies) heaven /hell 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0O4ygV2b1Dw 

Phil Schneider – satellites & Nemisis 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xedmfAgx8eg 

Phil Schneider – dumbs & aliens / hollow earth 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Slgb5U-OqFM 

AC Griffith – Tesla domes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfIKLGuLtuA&index=5&list=PL189E4E3C33E

44506 

Earth does spin 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPIZ18QczNg 

Dome over us project 2013 

http://robinson-solutions.blogspot.com/2013_07_01_archive.html 

Ken Peters – sees the Tribulation – earth is round/globe 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx8VHOmhmQI&index=15&list=PLnZ974mrg

_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT5zvMDEbeo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=leIO_kCJAdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0O4ygV2b1Dw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xedmfAgx8eg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Slgb5U-OqFM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfIKLGuLtuA&index=5&list=PL189E4E3C33E44506
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfIKLGuLtuA&index=5&list=PL189E4E3C33E44506
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPIZ18QczNg
http://robinson-solutions.blogspot.com/2013_07_01_archive.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx8VHOmhmQI&index=15&list=PLnZ974mrg_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx8VHOmhmQI&index=15&list=PLnZ974mrg_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh
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